Vietnam Stock market Technical Analysis
Week: June 26th – 30th
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VN-Index showed that gaining trend in middle and long-term is still there. The index saw
3rd recovering week in a row and the volume increased to above 10 and 20 week average,
showing that the cash flow is positive. Not just that, the index closed above MA13 and 26
while ADX increased to above 32 with +DI being above –DI, supporting current gaining
trend.
Moreover, other technical indicators also showed positive signs, like:


MACD is above Signal line.



RSI is above 77.

Therefore, we keep our point of view that gaining trend in middle and long-term is quite
clear. Investors might raise the weight for middle and long-term positions.
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VN-Index’s short-term recovering trend is still there as the index closed above most
important MA lines from MA5 to 200. At the same time, trading volume increased to
above 10 and 20 session average, meaning that the cash flow still stayed with the
market.
Not just that, other technical indicators like MACD and RSI also increased positively. At
the same time, ADX was above 30 and +DI was above –DI, showing that the index might
move to challenge 786 points (Fib 78.6) next week.
In general, the main trend in short-term might still be recovering and the index might
move to challenge higher resistant levels. Therefore, investors might consider raising a
small weight on good fundamental leading codes with positive Q2/2017 business results
prospect.
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HNX-Index showed that recovering trend in middle and long-term is still there. The index
closed above most important MA lines from MA5 to 26 and ADX increased to 34 with +DI
being above –DI, supporting recovering trend. Not just that, other technical indicators like
MACD and RSI are increasing positively.
However, on week candle chart there is Doji candle and the volume increased to above 10
and 20 week average, showing increasing selling pressure and the trading is quite
struggling and cautious. Therefore, the index might need more short-term correction to
shake off and support middle and long-term trend.
Therefore, we think that recovering trend in middle and long-term of HNX-Index is still
there. However, there are cautious warning signs. Therefore, investors should keep the
weight for middle and long-term positions at a reasonable level and cautiously observe the
next situation on the market next week.
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HNX-Index’s short-term recovering motivation showed weakening signs since the index
saw 3 drops in a row at the end of the week and the volume dropped, showing that the
cash flow is cautious again. Not just that, for other technical indicators, MACD cut down to
Signal line and RSI dropped to 66, showing stronger correcting pressure.
However, the index stayed above MA20 and ADX was above 47 with +DI being above –DI,
meaning htat short-term recovering trend is still there and current correction might only be
technical. Supporting level for this technical correction might be 96.4 points (Fib 61.8).
Therefore, we think that short-term recovering trend is still there and current correction
might only be technical. Therefore, investors might use this correction to restructure the
portfolio.
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